
SCHOOL-BASED SUPPORTS

AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS 

  

 

allow a student to do the same assignment as other students

while providing them with a change in formatting, setting,

time, presentation, or scheduling.  

 

 

 

are adjustments to the assignments or tests, such as

completing only a part of the assignment or taking a test that

measures a students learning in a different way than that of

their peers.  

 

This is a list of accommodations and modifications that are

helpful to consider when establishing your child's IEP or 504

plan.  These are not the only accommodations and

modifications that you can request, but it is a good starting

place for students who need additional support in a school

setting. 

Accommodations

Modifications



Struggling with Language 

Pre-teach vocabulary that will be

used in upcoming lessons. Provide a

specific list of words and consider

using a graphic organizer to help

solidify the vocabulary

Struggling with Fluid

Reasoning or Problem Solving 

Word banks on desk (sticky notes)

for written assignment/domain

specific vocabulary

Explain a concept using age-

appropriate vocabulary but also

provide more concrete and simple

synonymous terms (words that

mean the same) for potentially

challenging words

Provide opportunities for students

to learn concepts through projects

and hands on learning activities

wherever possible 

Make sure to check for

understanding after instructions

have been provided as they may

have misinterpreted higher level

vocabulary - one of the best ways to

accomplish this is to ask other

students in the class to repeat back

instructions because they typically

use more child-friendly vocabulary

in their instructions 

Expose a student to YouTube or

BrainPop videos prior to a lesson to

give stronger background

knowledge to the concept

Allow for additional time for

students to grasp specific concepts

Modify the curriculum as needed to

provide more “big picture” concepts

and fewer unimportant details

Provide visual and verbal

connections in the most

straightforward and unambiguous

manner possible

Use graphic organizers to show

students where connections are

made and how

Limit discussion that jumps back

and forth between big picture

details and smaller inconsequential

details wherever possible 
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Ask the student to repeat back their

understanding in their own words

or have other students repeat back

what they understand to help form

connections 



Struggling with Working

Memory 

Struggling with Processing

Speed 

Provide notes listed in a sequential

and numeric order with cloze

responses

Provide a concrete daily schedule

for the student to be kept on his/her

desk or in a binder for older

students

Give instructions one step at a time

and move around the classroom

checking for understanding before

providing the next steps

Teach the use of mnemonics where

useful

Provide additional time for the

student to complete academic

work in the classroom, for tests, and

to complete assignments

Reduce the workload to focus on

the most key priorities - Because it

takes students with slower

processing speed longer to

complete assignments, a reduced

workload must be provided as well

in order to reduce a significant

backload of assignments that will

occur 

Use marker to highlight important

textbook sections

Make sure to check for

understanding after instructions

have been provided as they may

have missed important steps

because they were one or two steps

behind the rest of their peers

Provide a copy of class notes so the

student can focus on listening to

the lesson material as opposed to

trying to copy information from the

whiteboard
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Do not give multi-step instructions

without checking for completion of

the first step (e.g., “Get out your

math workbook” then wait, “Turn to

page 16” then wait, “Look at question

#2” instead of giving that entire

sequence of instructions at once”)

Check for understanding to make

sure the students have all of the key

instructions before moving on 

Highlight ordinal words such as first,

next, etc. in instructions 



Struggling with Reading Struggling with Writing 

Provide access to audiobooks or text

to speech technology

Do not require the student to read

aloud in front of the class unless

provided with the passage ahead of

time to practice

Provide multiple ways for the

student to gain information (e.g.,

audio, video, project-based learning)

Use marker to highlight important

textbook sections

Provide access to speech to text

technology

Allow the use of keyboards for

written assignments

Allow the student access to

sentence or paragraph frames to

help organize his/her writing

Substitute alternatives for written

assignments

Provide a copy of class notes so the

student can focus on listening to

the lesson material as opposed to

trying to copy information from the

whiteboard
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Provide the student with a list of

discussion questions before reading

the material

Provide student with a list of key

concepts they should understand

once his/her reading is complete 

Provide alternate reading level

material that covers the same topics 

Reading guides for required chapter

books (pre-structured graphic

organizers) 

Provide specific graphic organizers

to help students organize their

thoughts for writing

Provide a side-to-side transfer vs up

and down with information from

the board that needs to be copied

by the student (homework,

planners, etc)

Provide a completed copy of written

assignments as a model for the

student 



Struggling with Math Struggling with Grades 

Provide concrete manipulatives

wherever possible

Use graphic organizers to help keep

math organized from a step-by-step

framework to graph paper to help

keep problems lined up

Provide an example to use as a

model and provide examples of

other ways the same question may

be worded in alternate forms to

help the student make connections

Allow the student the opportunity

to highlight operations (addition,

subtraction, etc.) in different colors

to pull attention to which operation

is being used.
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Allow the use of a calculator or

math facts chart where appropriate

Mnemonic devices or rhymes that

will help remember rules (this is

helpful in math courses such as

Algebra when formulas containing

letters are used, as well as Geometry

where rules need to be memorized

Make math concepts concrete.  The

abstract can be overwhelming and

unclear.

Permit a student to rework missed

problems for a better grade

Average grades out when

assignments are reworked, or grade

on corrected work

Provide corrective feedback on

written assignments so incorrect

habits aren't cemented 

Don't count spelling mistakes

against the student on written

assignments (leave spelling out of

mechanics) focus on content

Open book notes and open book

tests are helpful

Scribe when possible for tests

(written response), allow student the

opportunity to expand verbally on

all test questions 

Trial different testing formats to see

what works best for the student,

some do best with multiple choice

(if they struggle with word finding)

whereas others do best when they

can explain their thinking process

without limitations 


